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Executive Summary of the deliverable
Work Package 6 is responsible within COMBO for demonstration activities. It takes
inputs from multiple work packages and provided feedback from laboratory and field
based activities. This is the first deliverable from WP6 and is used to formulate the
strategy for demonstration activities within the project.
The aim of the deliverable is to define in detail the demonstration activities for the
COMBO project. It will thus structure the experimental activities for the rest of the
project. Specific use cases of FMC received from WP2 “Framework definition,
Architecture and Evolution” / D2.1 have been analysed in formulating the
demonstration activities.
Discussions within WP6 relating to the use cases provided in WP2, and the FMC
architectural targets in WP3 “Fixed Mobile Convergent architectures” allowed a
filtering and grouping exercise to take place. This resulted in two specific
demonstration modules which are to be taken forwards and developed by WP6
participants focusing on:
1. Structural Convergence – exploring network topology and technology for fixed
line, mobile backhaul and mobile fronthaul convergence
2. Functional Convergence – exploring functions within the network that can be
consolidated into common functions, enabling service convergence
The intention is to use these demonstration modules to showcase COMBO
architectures and highlight the capabilities of an FMC network.
The two demonstration modules each contain a central component of the COMBO
project which is the Universal Access Gateway (UAG). A UAG is included in the
demonstration from two perspectives, one is to show the traffic forwarding and
switching requirements for the converged access network, the other is to host
functions which enable the services to operate efficiently on the access network.
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Quantitative and qualitative targets relating to number of services, expected
performance metrics (considered through dialogue with WP4) and scalability are
provided and for each demonstration module a preliminary test plan is considered
which discusses the way in which components can be introduced to the
demonstration activities and the required interactions between partners to make the
demonstrations a success.
Within the deliverable, the demonstration modules are compared with the COMBO
architectures (from WP3) to provide insight regarding the coverage of demonstration
activities with respect to the project. Additionally, the migration of demonstrations
from the lab to operator based field activities has been described. In particular the
operators involved within COMBO have provided a detailed description of the
proposed facilities to host the field activities in task 6.3.
The key achievement within the deliverable relates to the way in which partners have
come together to formulate the demonstration activities to show the key threads of
the project including structural and functional convergence, as well as supporting the
key component of the UAG in both demonstrations. This gives the project a tangible
framework to target which will be useful for dissemination activities in later stages of
the project.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This document aims to describe the demonstration modules selected by the COMBO
consortium for showcasing specific objectives and topics relating to FMC Network
architectures and the use of such networks. It will thus structure the experimental
activities for the rest of the project, and is a key step to prepare the assessment of
FMC network architectures in WP6 (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Work structure of COMBO project
The demonstration modules are treated as different sections within the document as
briefly described below.
Demonstration module 1 is primarily a structural demonstration activity. It makes use
of access network technologies which enable convergence of different services such
as fixed line, mobile backhaul and mobile fronthaul. The scope of the structural
demonstration activity, the quantitative goals, developments needed to achieve the
demonstration and a preliminary test plan are described in section 2.
Demonstration module 2 is primarily a functional demonstration activity. It makes use
of functions hosted on end-user equipment, and in centralised equipment, in order to
optimise services running across different network paths and routes. The scope of
the demonstration activity, the quantitative goals, developments needed to achieve
the demonstration and a preliminary test plan are described in section 3.
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Section 4 considers the demonstration activities together and compares them with
the combo architectures proposed in WP3.
Section 5 explores how the demonstration modules can be migrated between the
laboratory development and staging phase in Task 6.2 towards the operator based
field phase in Task 6.3.
Section 6 summarises the work of the deliverable and sets out the plan for Task 6.2
and Task 6.3 deliverables moving forwards.

2

DEMONSTRATION 1 - STRUCTURAL CONVERGENCE

The first demonstration features a converged access and aggregation network
supporting Mobile fronthaul and Backhaul, as well as supporting fixed line services
for the purposes of deploying small cells within buildings. Structural convergence of
the access to support fronthaul and backhaul and fixed line services is primary focus.

Figure 2: Structural Demonstration Overview
This demonstration requires a physical access network to show the capability
required. Potentially different flavours of access network could be explored to give
operators choice depending on the commercial and business requirements. For
demonstration purposes a special case of the Universal Access Gateway is deployed
which combines fronthaul along with the mobile backhaul and fixed service end
points in the central office. Centralised Baseband units (BBUs) and remote radio
units (RRU) are used to demonstrate specific use cases and functions of CentralisedRAN relating to re-tasking of BBUs to different RRUs depending on user demand at
different times of the day/business week (Please note it is not the intention to specify
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the feature set of the UAG within this work package, and to that extent we would like
to add that support for BBU technology is not a strict requirement of the UAG, and
that in practice the UAG could be the location which hosts the IP edge function). The
ability to cater for fixed line services as well as in building small cells and Home
eNodeBs is intended to be demonstrated. The UAG may host functions that are
required to create services on top of the demonstration such as a universal
authentication method (uAAA).

2.1

Use Cases supported

One of the main intentions of the demonstration activities is to verify COMBO
architectures and use cases. In order to select the demonstration activities, the
partners involved in WP6 filtered and grouped the use cases provided from WP2 /
D2.1 into classes, priorities and groups that offered a good fit with either a structural
or functional demonstrator.
The Structural demonstration aims to incorporate elements of use cases 3, 5, 6, 7
and 8 in the following ways:


Use Case 3 “Reuse of infrastructure for small cell deployments”
o We propose to support reuse of the access infrastructure for indoor
small cell deployment. A Home eNodeB and accompanying SC-GW
(located at the UAG) will be supported



Use Case 5 “Support for large traffic variations between public, residential,
and business areas”
o Enablers which can cope with tidal effects of users in a fronthaul and
centralised RAN environment is supported. Re-configuration of paths
between BBU and RRUs in the network will be supported
o The demonstration also expands on use case 5 and supports similar
mechanisms for mobile backhaul and fixed line services, and thus is
aligned with FMC
o BBU and RRU components are part of the demonstration



Use Case 6 “Convergence of fixed, mobile and Wi-Fi gateway functionalities”
o A UAG for fixed and mobile aggregation network is provided for within
the demonstration
o Catering for MBH, MFH and fixed line services and offering a
combination of Ethernet and CPRI interfaces
o Functions from the functional demonstration can in theory be
accommodated on the structural demonstration also, however in order
to drive both demonstrations forwards in an optimal way, these
functions are considered in more detail in the functional demonstration



Use Case 7 “Converged access and aggregation technology supporting fixed
and mobile broadband services”
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o A single access and aggregation technology will be supported by the
demonstration. The demonstrator explores two alternatives to allow
operational and technical comparisons to be explored
o We also explore ways to make optimal use of the access network by
deploying GPON over a WDM-PON infrastructure in a cost effective
manner
o The UAG enables aggregation of services at layer 2


Use Case 8 “Network sharing”
o Is inherently supported by the demonstration. Both the physical
infrastructure and the UAG functionality can enable multiple virtual
services to be instantiated on top of the equipment, and in principal,
assuming business models could accommodate such sharing of
physical attributes, then multi-tenant relationships could be supported
o A ‘Carriers-Carrier’ model can be implemented as part of the
demonstration

2.2

Relationship to FMC architectural targets

A more detailed discussion of coverage compared to COMBO is captured later in the
document. Here we provide initial coverage of which architectural targets are covered
by the structural demonstration.


Structural convergence of transport for fixed line, backhaul and fronthaul is the
primary goal of the demonstration, allowing the access and aggregation
infrastructure for FMC to be explored in detail and with possible technology
variants being explored



IP edge convergence is served by inclusion of the UAG in the demonstrator.
Within the structural demonstrator, the UAG is focused on traffic forwarding
concepts, interface types and functions which are needed to support the
structural demonstration

2.3

Structural Demonstration Components

The demonstration activity is broken down into a set of required components in order
to achieve the demonstration. Specific partners have committed to bring the required
components which are described in the sections below. For each component
described, the specific partners developing and providing this component are
mentioned.
After all components have been described, there follows a set of quantitative and
qualitative targets and a proposal for how to bring the components together into the
demonstration, outlining what steps need to be taken and interactions needed with
other partners.
The Structural demonstration consists of the following components :
-

Aggregation network description (EAB)
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-

Access networks based on WDM-PON
o Power Split Architecture (TELNET)
o Filtered Passive WDM (ADVA)

-

Universal Access Gateway development (ADVA-UK)

-

Additional Components
o RRU/BBU (EAB)
o FemtoCell (TELNET)

In the event that some control aspects are needed to support the structural demo,
then such capability might be inherited from the functional demonstration if is already
planned as part of that demonstration or otherwise it may be prepared as a special
function within the structural demonstration.

2.3.1 Access/aggregation Network WSON
DWDM is a mature transport technology which has traditionally been used in the
transport network. With the explosion of video & data traffic in the fixed and mobile
networks together with the emerging low cost optical components and recent
developments in silicon photonics, DWDM is expected to make its entry in the access
and metro aggregation parts of the network providing a scalable and future proof
solution.
This component of the structural demonstration will be an implementation of the
DWDM based FMC architecture proposed in COMBO WP3. The demonstration will
focus on structural convergence of FMC by realizing a set of key features in data and
control/management plane and OAM functions of the proposed architecture.
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Figure 3: COMBO implementation of the DWDM centric network architecture solution for
Fixed Mobile Convergence
Data plane functions
In the implementation component of this demonstration uplink & downlink traffic are
supported in the same fiber using minimal channel separation providing a fiber lean
architecture. Clients’ traffic is supported using wavelength connections between the
client side and the service side of the network, wherever the client generated traffic or
the aggregated traffic from the client side is large enough to warrant dedicated
wavelength. Supported clients range from Radio Base Stations (RBSs), enterprise
and data centers interconnections to residential users’ traffic with diverse bit rates
and types of interfaces. Residential users’ traffic, e.g., traffic from multi-tenant
buildings is typically supported using xDSL and GPON access technologies; in this
case, depending on the reach of the deployed access technology, the DSLAM can be
co-located with the access OADM site at the cabinet while the OLT is collocated with
the WSSs at the CO site. At the CO, the PON traffic is packet aggregated before
being injected to WSS and in the network.
The key data plane devices of this demonstration component are Optical Modules
(OM), OADMs and WSSs. The OMs, include transponder functionality with tunable
lasers, which helps to connect any optical client and service interfaces to the network
by performing the necessary wavelength adaption functionality between the
client/service nodes and the network. The OADMs are used to add and drop client
traffic and while ROADMs will enable dynamic reconfiguration of the add/drop
wavelengths, in this demo component the OADMs will be realized using low cost
band pass filters. The WSS is the key data plane device of the implementation. The
access side WSS, located at local station of the CO, is used for wavelength
aggregation and protection, while the service side WSS is used to route the different
wavelengths to the different service edge nodes. In this implementation, the access
WSS will be used to support protection from link and node failures in the access rings
by selectively forwarding or blocking individual wavelengths along different directions
of the rings.
Recent development towards flex grid WSS offers a future proof evolution towards
finer channel spacing. Although, conventional 100 GHz and 50 GHz spacing over the
C-band is sufficient in most cases, future growth can be accommodated by 25 GHz
spacing over a wider C and half of the L band (~1530-1600 mm), providing a total of
360 channels over 9 THz spectrum. Both WSSs and ROADMs are conventionally
used for unidirectional transmission where isolators are used to remove unwanted
reflections. Although back-reflections are lower than 30 dB, they may still give rise to
unwanted behaviour. In this demo component implementation, COMBO will show bidirectional use of WSSs, effectively reducing the cost of the proposed architecture.
Management & control functions
The management/control of this demonstration component consists of a centralized
lambda controller function, which is responsible for client/service discovery,
connection set-up, protection activation and performance monitoring. Key functions
including client/service discovery, automatic connection set-up, protection switching,
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etc. will be demonstrated and supported by lambda controller function developed for
this demonstration component.
CPRI OAM functions
The proposed DWDM centric architecture will support fronthaul solution using high
speed CPRI PtP links to connect the RRUs to the BBUs at the central locations. This
type of RBS deployment is expected to consolidate sites and reduce operating
expenses. Pure CPRI transport, however, lacks the essential performance monitoring
features and fault error correction functionalities available in standard optical
transport framing methods such as G.709 OTN. OTN itself is not likely to fulfil the
strict delay, jitter, synchronization and symmetry requirements of CPRI specification.
COMBO is working on a novel, light weight, synchronous CPRI framing to support inband OAM channel to support basic performance monitoring (Tx & Rx channel power
monitoring, LoS alarm, LoS (loss of sycn), BER,..) and Forward Error Correction with
limited impact on latency while maintaining performance similar to G.709 FEC. A set
of performance monitoring features using an in-band CPRI OAM functions
implemented in FPGA will be demonstrated.
This component of the structural demonstration will be developed and provided by
EAB.
2.3.2 Open Access WDM-PON
The COMBO consortium agrees that toward the access, WDM-PON or a version of
passive WDM is the means for structural convergence, integrating access, backhaul
and fronthaul applications. Hence, this is a crucial part of converged network. On the
other hand, it is by no means clear how this solution – in terms of systems and
architecture – will look like in detail. Many parameters are discussed within the
industry without agreement. This includes performance parameters (in particular,
maximum reach and fan-out), colorless transmitter choice (seeded/reflective vs.
tunable lasers), and the ODN fan-out (namely, power-split vs. filtered). One
parameter which has not been considered in detail so far sufficiently and which
caused much discussion recently in FSAN is the coherent upstream intra-channel
crosstalk in particular in power-split ODN. This effect may cause a severe limitation in
channel number, or may pose prohibitive cost. Given these relevant open questions,
it is relevant to have multiple contributions in this area, in particular, if these partners
come from slightly different directions (preference on G-PON infrastructure vs.
preference on filtered ODN, preference on seeded/reflective vs. preference on
tunable lasers). This offers the chance to investigate the different approaches with
regard to converged applications.
2.3.2.1 Filtered/Passive WDM-PON Technology
This component of the structural demonstration will show the usability of a tunablelaser-based WDM-PON as converged access-backhaul-fronthaul infrastructure. To
date, most WDM-PON approaches are not yet capable of supporting this
convergence, especially with respect to the (bandwidth x reach) product. Hence,
tunable lasers will be used to overcome this. So far, tunable lasers (and the related
PON concepts) have not yet been suitable for access, for cost and complexity
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reasons. This is only now slowly changing so that the suitability of WDM-PON as
converged infrastructure solution can, and shall, be demonstrated. Various system
concepts must support the use of tunable lasers in order to achieve the required
performance and low cost. This includes tuning and control (OAM) concepts, as
shown in Figure 4.
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C-Band 100 GHz

TX Array
incl. WM

Wave
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RX Array
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Figure 4: WDM-PON based on tunable lasers with means for tuning and OAM
So far, it was not possible to implement and demonstrate WDM-PON with low-cost
tunable lasers, simply due to the lack of these lasers. These are becoming available
only now. Therefore, the implementation of this WDM-PON demonstrator system,
including all OAM and control aspects required, and the confirmation of its usability
for converged infrastructure applications are new. It shall also be noted that conceptwise, this has been supported by former research projects.
First samples of suitable low-cost lasers will become available during the project. At
least one type, possibly two, of suitable lasers will be provided and integrated into the
WDM-PON shown in Figure 4. The lasers will support transparent reach of at least 20
km, possibly 40 km. They will also support bit rates (per channel) of at least 6.1
Gbit/s (for the respective CPRI Option), and possibly 10 Gbit/s.
The following features are to be demonstrated with this WDM-PON:


Transparent bit-rate capabilities of at least up to 6.1 Gbit/s



Reach capabilities of at least 20 km, if possible 40 km or more



Use for (business) access, (Ethernet) backhaul, and (CPRI) fronthaul



Capability for (active) reach extension

As a complement to the tunable-laser dense WDM approach, the use of upcoming bidirectional CWDM will also be demonstrated as an alternative for converged
backhaul-fronthaul infrastructure, given early components availability. This
functionality came up most recently in (FSAN, SG15-Q.2) standardization
discussions and caused some clear interest by network operators. (Reach x bit-rate)
capabilities are similar to the ones mentioned above. In addition, the aspect of
(temperature-related) outdoor hardening must be demonstrated to show usability,
especially on already existing CWDM infrastructure.
The WDM-PON demonstrator system must be based on very early, precommercialization components (lasers, transceivers). These components must be
integrated into a demonstrator system which is based on an earlier lab system.
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Means for controlling and OAM functions must be developed. Only once the basic
system has been integrated, tests as described above can start. This includes the
usefulness for various bit rates and distances as well as outdoor hardening /
athermalization (with regard to, e.g., DWDM filters and bi-directional CWDM
stabilization).
Relevant components will become available over the next months, until (and
including) Q4/2014. For dense WDM-PON, further work is required for integration
and development of suitable control and management means. Therefore,
demonstrations may only start Q2/2015. Bi-directional CWDM will require less
integration effort. Here, demonstration activities may start Q4/2014. This also
resembles the order in which network operators intend to use the technologies
(CWDM first, DWDM later).
The demonstration-related work described above has severe relevance for ongoing
standardization. This holds in particular for ITU-T SG15-Q.2 / FSAN G.989.x NGPON2, and here with special respect to the PtP WDM PON part. The PtP WDM PON
part is required to enable all sort of access and front-/backhaul applications with one
system, i.e., to enable structural convergence between fixed and mobile services. As
per very latest FSAN discussions, not all PMD- and TMC-layer-related aspects are
fully clear yet, so that these demonstration activities can still (from timing viewpoint)
contribute relevant findings to NG-PON2. The same is true for the bi-directional
CWDM, which is meanwhile regarded an early alternative for PtP WDM (in the
“Expanded-Spectrum” NG-PON2 version).
This WDM-PON component of the structural demonstration will be developed and
provided by ADVA-DE. It requires close interaction with several other COMBO
partners. This holds in particular for network operators (to provide meaningful tests in
meaningful environments), and partners who intend to do further/other access-WDMrelated tests (to avoid overlap, and strengthen synergies). It also relates to partners
who can contribute mobile gear (to demonstrate fronthaul and mobile backhaul). This
interaction and co-ordination between WP6 partners has already been started in
Year 1 and is ongoing.
2.3.2.2 Power Split Architecture Enabling Co-Existence of GPON and WDMPON
This component of the structural demonstration targets a unique, multi-operator and
affordable solution to allow WDM-PON coexistence with GPON on the same Optical
Distribution Network (ODN), with a focus on FMC scenarios that are relevant to
COMBO. In this “open” WDM-PON, multiple operators could co-exist and deliver
different services on a common fibre plant, thus illustrating use case 8 on network
sharing. Most often than not, on GPON deployments the entirety of the DWDM C and
L bands remains unused and available for other services. By inserting a very lowcost, Band-Pass Filter (BPF) just before a power splitter in the CO and/or the local
convergence point in the ODN, it is possible to multiplex WDM-PON onto a GPON
network and use these bands to manage the convergence of fixed and mobile traffic
over a single access network based on GPON infrastructure. The coexistence of
WDM-PON and GPON on the same fibre is possible, and might offer high
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advantages to operators in FMC scenarios, where different fixed-mobile services and
users requiring many different capacity demands are expected to be mixed and share
the same infrastructure.
GPON
ONU

40km Feeder fiber
Central Office

Local convergence Point

GPON
OLT

BPF

1..64

BPF

GPON
ONU
LTE Small Cell

Mux/Demux

WDMPON
OLT

Mux/Demux

1..40

LTE BTS
1..40

LTE RRH
Business
WDMPON ONU
Residential
WDMPON ONU

Figure 5: Open access WDM-PON for the co-existence with GPON (solution 1)
When combined on existing GPON infrastructure, the WDM-PON circuits do not
become the primary mean of bandwidth delivery to the residential users. Rather, the
WDM-PON becomes a mean of providing the dedicated capacity needed by Mobile
Backhaul/Fronthaul and Business Services, without draining the remaining spare
capacity in a GPON network. Targeted mobile backhaul services and applications
include LTE Small Cells, LTE-4G BTS. Targeted mobile fronthaul application includes
LTE RRH over CPRI. Moreover, the proposed architecture is aimed to be ideal for
multi-operator purposes; where multiple operators could co-exist and deliver different
fixed and mobile services on a common fibre plant sharing the cost of the
infrastructure, which relies on reduced OPEX and CAPEX for the operators. These
aspects will be investigated by COMBO for making possible that the proposed
infrastructure could offer these kind of services in FMC scenarios and share the
infrastructure among multiple operators. By deploying a WDM-PON in coexistence
with GPON deployments, multiple operators will be able to continue to rely on sharing
existing node-splitting practices and infrastructure and to defer upgrading their GPON
networks.
This open access WDM-PON integrated with GPON will be focused on a plug and
play and ultra-affordable technology, with no impact on existing GPON deployments,
thus making the infrastructure suitable for multi operator as well as for multi-vendor
purposes. Main demonstration targets are to provide extra Gigabit Ethernet and
10Gigabit Ethernet WDM-PON based access over current GPON network and
services, which would require use of separate fiber strands, yet do so on a single
fiber with unamplified reach of 40+ km. The demonstration solution will rely on the
multiplexing of up to 40 DWDM circuits overlaid on the ODN used by GPON system,
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and also supporting up to 64 or 128 GPON customers. The demonstration is strictly
comprised of standalone SFP transceivers and of passive multiplexers. SFPs will be
investigated to be compatible with any SFP-based port of any switch, router, Carrier
Ethernet NID, server NIC, LTE femtocell, LTE Base station or LTE Remote Radio
Head. Moreover they will support data bit rates up to 10 Gbit/s. Different WDM-PON
transceivers will so be integrated in the demo to be able to provide 1Gbit/s and
10Gbit/s access over WDM-PON for mobile backhaul/CPRI fronthaul and enterprise
services in FMC scenarios.
Such architecture makes it possible to extend the life of the GPON network to multivendor and multi-operator purposes by offloading potential bandwidth hungry
applications from the GPON network among operators from different vendor
equipment. It then becomes possible to deploy Mobile Backhaul / Fronthaul (e.g.
Radio over Fiber (RoF) transmission between BBU hostels and RRU heads) and
Business services, without any additional operation cost to the GPON network and
with minimal capital expenses.
In order to avoid the installation of components in the field, and make use of a pure
passive splitter based fibre plant (which might be strongly desirable from most
Operators), a variant of the previous proposed solution will be also demonstrated.
The idea is to integrate filters and components directly attached to the ONU
equipment in the customer premises to avoid installing components in the fibre plant.
In a full passive splitter fibre infrastructure, all wavelengths reach all the users in the
same ODN, so that the user equipment will have to reject any wavelength that is not
relevant for him.
1:64
GPON
OLT
WDMPON
OLT

WDMPON
ONU

GPON
ONU

Figure 6: Open access WDM PON for the co-existence with GPON (solution 2)
Several FMC concepts will be validated around open access WDM-PON proposed
technology solutions, such as physical transmission and requirements for the
provision of different kinds of fixed and mobile services, QoS measurements, OAM
features, synchronisation and latency issues. Other equipment will also be integrated
in the proposed architecture in order to be able to test interoperability issues.
Moreover, tests for demonstrating that multiple operators could co-exist and deliver
different services on a common fibre plant will also be performed. Multi-operator
aspects will be analysed and functional tests will be realized in the context of Task
6.2. Later, this demonstration will be migrated to broaden the concepts and functional
tests to multi-operator performance tests in the context of Task 6.3 (cf. section 3.6).
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Different solutions for the integration of WDM-PON OLT nodes in aggregation or core
networks will also be investigated and new developments based on ROADM and
EDFA equipment will be considered.
The Open access WDM-PON integrated with GPON co-existing on the same ODN
will be developed and provided by TELNET.

2.3.3 Centralized-RAN Aspects Including BBU and RRU
This demonstration component will include two types of RBSs to support the usecases number 3 “Reuse of infrastructure for small cell deployments” and 5 “Support
for large traffic variations between public, residential, and business areas”. In use
case number 3 a small cell RBS, for indoor application will be used. This RBS will be
used to demonstrate the re-use of category 5, 6 or 7 existing LAN infrastructure to
backhaul the mobile traffic to a centralized aggregation point in the building as shown
in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Demonstration implementation to support Centralised RAN
The second type of RBS, uses a split RBS architecture, in which the radio parts
called Remote Radio Units (RRUs) and the baseband parts (Base Band Unit) are
split into separate units. The RRUs can then be located at different locations, while
the BBUs can be centralized to consolidate sites and reduce operating expenses.
CPRI, the interface between RRU and BBU is digitized serial interface, originally
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designed as RBS internal interface. CPRI is therefore a constant Bit Rate signal,
which is structured as a multiplexing hierarchy of digital streams generated by
sampling, quantization and binary encoding the analog radio signals. It is defined at
different line rates, ranging from 614.4 Mbit/s to 9.83 Gbit/s. The BBU and RRUs,
depicted in Figure 7 will be used to demonstrate use-case 5, entitled “Support for
large traffic variations between public, residential, and business areas”.
This component of the structural demonstration will be developed and provided by
EAB.
2.3.4 Small Cell/SC-GW Aspects
As explained in section 3.3.3, a full 4G-LTE Small Cell ecosystem will be integrated
together with the proposed open access WDM-PON network that is composed by
residential indoor femtocells (HeNodeB) and a Small Cell Gateway (SC-GW).
An example of target application demonstration is sketched in Figure 8. As shown,
the multi-vendor/multi-operator open access WDM-PON network will deliver fixed and
mobile services from different operators to both residential (GPON access) and
business (WDM-PON access) users. Wireless services will include both Wi-Fi as well
as 4G (LTE) technologies. For the provision of indoor 4G-LTE, LTE Home eNodeBs
(LTE femtocells) will be considered, and will be optically backhauled to the proposed
open access WDM PON network using corresponding ONUs. In this way, the
network will be fully adaptive to provide either fixed, mobile or Wi-Fi connection to the
end-user depending on network resources available.
An integrated PON-LTE management system will be developed for jointly managing
fixed and mobile network parameters and resources. It will be fully reconfigurable for
the multiple Operators that deliver different fixed/mobile services on a common fibre
plant based on an open access WDM-PON. This management system will be part of
the UAG that will be demonstrated within COMBO. GPON and WDM-PON OLT
equipment and relevant functions will also be integrated in the UAG in order to
centralize the operational aspects of the proposed network architecture.
For the management of the femtocells, and also to embed and centralize particular
functions related to 4G, a Small-Cell Gateway (SC-GW) will also be developed and
will also be integrated in the UAG concept of COMBO. The SC-GW will be able to
support for multi-operator performance, so that multiple operators could co-exist and
deliver different 4G mobile residential/enterprise services on a common fibre plant
through the proposed indoor femtocell equipment. Moreover, fixed services will also
be supported by the proposed architecture, and managed over the open access
WDM-PON network. WDM-PON OLT equipment is strategically placed in the UAG,
where fixed and mobile traffic converge, and where it will be possible to study and
analyse different FMC aspects that are relevant to the COMBO project.
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Wi-Fi Router

Wi-Fi

W-ONT

UAG
G-OLT
UAG
W-OLT
SC-GW

LTE HeNB

EPC

WDMPON over GPON

4G

IP Backbone

LTE HeNB

W-ONT
4G

Integrated FMC
Management System

G-ONT
LTE HeNB

Figure 8: Example of WDM-PON over GPON application demo showing Small Cell and SCGW Aspects
2.3.5 Universal Access Gateway (UAG)
The Universal Access Gateway as conceived and matured within COMBO is a
multilayer and multifunctional equipment of a Next Generation PoP. In a converged
access and aggregation network scenario it essentially needs to support Ethernet
and packet services from Layer 1 to 3, including Carrier Ethernet connectivity and
VLAN tagging and Ethernet switching functions along with SLA monitoring tools that
support business and fixed line services as well as mobile backhaul services. Also, to
fully exploit the network from an FMC perspective and specifically for the
demonstration (the UAG feature specification is not the goal of this activity), support
for front-haul services and interaction with centralised BBU capability is required in
the UAG.
As well as supporting interfaces for Fixed line, MBH and MFH traffic, functions
relating to traffic forwarding are Ethernet switching at Layer 2, Layer 3 routing, MPLS
encapsulation, and, for the fronthaul case, low latency paths between a limited
number of BBUs and larger RRU pool at the edge of the network, likely via CPRI.
Other elements which need to be considered within the context of the UAG are the
ability to support timing distribution to mobile base stations over the access network,
and the ability to host complex FMC functions on the UAG.
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Figure 9: UAG Overview
With the above elements in mind, it is envisioned that the UAG demonstration
platform shall consist of 3 primary elements:
1. FSP150 EG-X Carrier Ethernet Switch Aggregator (with support for frequency
/ time distribution)
a. This is a commercial off shelf product. It is compliant with various ITU-T
IEEE, MEF and IETF specifications and supports SLA monitoring.
Additional functions relating to QoE as identified in WP4 could be
added as additional work. Target is to enable QoE monitoring via QoS
parameters as defined by ITU-T. FMC relevance is high in that it
supports fixed line and MBH
b. Equipment and Features
i. 140G centralized, full duplex switch fabric
ii. 24 single-width / 12 double-width data traffic slots. Traffic
Interfaces have TBC but the following are available:
1. Ethernet Cards - 36 x 10/100BaseT (Mini RJ-21), 10 x
100/1000BaseX (SFP), 1 x 10GBaseX (XFP) LAN/WANPHY
2. SDH/CES Cards - 4 x OC-3/STM-1 channelized or 1+1
OC-12/STM-4 channelized for EoSONET/SDH, and for
E1/T1 PWE3/SAToP
iii. QoS / Service activation features include
1. IEEE 802.3ah OAM, 802.1ag CFM, ITU-T Y.1731, Y.1564
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2. RFC 2819 RMON Etherstats on a per-port and perservice basis, Synthetic Frame Loss and Delay
Measurement, Multi-CoS monitoring on EVCs
iv. Provision for synchronisation including Synchronous Ethernet on
traffic interfaces and IEEE-1588v2 (hardware timestamping with
ns accuracy (depending on interface type), BITS, 1pps, ToD and
10MHz input / output available.
v. Dimensions: 10U Chassis, 443mm x 444mm x 277mm / 17.4” x
17.5” x 10.9” (W x H x D), ETSI-compliant. The maximum power
consumption is 950W (fully populated – however note not
expected to be fully populated for COMBO demonstration
activities). AC or DC power options available (TBD)
2. Low Latency Switch – Software Reprogrammable
a. It could be possible to consider a commercial off the shelf Layer 2
product but it is a very expensive device. Project proposal is to use
evaluation cards or own internal development. The target is to support
at least 1 BBU, 3 RRUs with a forwarding latency lower than 50ns port
to port, and SDN functions for path reconfiguration. Interoperability is
required with BBU and RRU interfaces provided in another component
of the demonstration. FMC relevance is high as it supports MFH and
offers future capability for MBH and fixed line through support for higher
layers when combined with FPGA development.
b. Equipment and Features
i. Currently in design
ii. Combination of application specific development boards and
FPGA development platform (Xilinx Series 7) – interface speeds
and formats TBC
3. NFV Host/Server/PC
a. Partner internal development within the WP, and using open-source
functions where feasible. Targets include minimal latency forwarding
between interfaces and over virtual machines (VM), scalability
investigations number of VMs for a given footprint and power
consumption analysis. Interoperability with any partners who want to
bring functions to be hosted in VMs will be required. FMC relevance is
high since both NFV and SDN are key enablers for FMC, thus
demonstrating these in the context of a UAG and showing how the
NFV/SDN parts interact with structural forwarding functions is important
b. Equipment and Features
i. PC/Server (subject to change)
ii. Motherboard: Intel C602 PCH based, 16G RAM
iii. Multi-core CPU: Intel Xenon E5-1600 v2 series (Ivy Bridge)
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iv. High performance NIC cards from Mellanox / SolarFlare / Intel /
Other, min 3 ports
v. OS (Linux Kernel 3.11 or later)
vi. Xen Hypervisor (Version TBC)
The UAG presented in this section will be developed and provided by ADVA-UK, as
well as UAG traffic functions and other functions presented in following subsections.
2.3.5.1 UAG Traffic Functions
Traffic forwarding within the UAG is anticipated to be supported in three different
flavours including:
1. Packet Layer 2 switching and forwarding – handled by the FSP150 EG-X
2. Physical CPRI programmable path forwarding, handled by the Ultra Low
Latency component, and SW function on PC or remote NMS function for path
configuration
3. Virtualised support for hosting multiple functions, which could include routing
and MPLS encapsulation, and handling of FMC control traffic – handled by
the PC/Server and Virtual Machine host
a. Please note the traffic related functions hosted within the structural
demo are to be confirmed in discussion with operators and other
partners. The goal of the activity here is to demonstrate readiness for
such traffic functions even if these functions are not specifically
included in a demonstration
The various traffic functions are each planned to be under the control of a Network
Management System and/or an SDN controller.
The blend of forwarding capabilities offered by the UAG proposed for this
demonstration module support existing services to be catered for in addition to more
future looking models supporting converged forwarding layers, and service and
function chaining.
Example of possible routes for different flavours of traffic could be:


Packet services arrive into FSP 150 EG-X aggregated together, VLAN tagged
and forwarded upstream based on E-LAN or E-LINE services
o The function already exists, reconfiguration is required



Packet services forwarded from EG-X to PC/server so that value added
functions relating to AAA, DHCP support, Firewalls and/or more advanced
encapsulation methods can be supported
o New functions will be enabled by development of NFV capability within
COMBO WP6
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CPRI traffic from RRUs enter ULL switch, sent with minimal latency (ns) to the
BBU upstream. A copy of the traffic can be mirrored to an interface which can
be connected to test equipment or to the PC/Server to enable value added
functions such as off-line post processing of the CPRI traffic
o This is new functionality requiring investigatory activities within the work
package.
o Please note that the mirroring function described here is intended to be
supported in the components selected or the function as developed, it is
not envisioned to support the specific value added functions mentioned
( such as off-line post processing of the CPRI traffic)



Beyond state of the art functions in addition to the enablement of SDN and
NFV related forwarding models as described above might be for example the
mapping of CPRI traffic across Ethernet services or vice versa, mapping of
Ethernet into CPRI payloads, thus opening the path for multiple layers of
convergence at the protocol layer as well as the structure of the physical
network
o This activity is more research related rather than definitely part of the
demonstration, the eventual goal is to enable future convergence
o Once again it should be noted here that such developments maybe out
of scope or resource levels catered for within the project may not be
sufficient to demonstrate these within WP6, however, the demonstration
platform is envisaged to support exploration of such topics

2.3.5.2 Other UAG Functions
In the context of the structural demonstration, the functions hosted on the UAG relate
to path provisioning, VLAN tagging, and switching.
The UAG adoption of the FSP150 EG-X for demonstration purposes also enables
timing distribution for mobile backhaul to be demonstrated across the various access
technologies explored, as well as multiple OAM tools and SLA monitoring capability.
In order to help define the demonstration, some extra functions may be hosted on the
UAG which support the provisioning of services. Functions such as authentication
might therefore be part of the structural demonstration although there main focus and
reporting will be dealt with within the functional demonstration activity.

2.3.6 End-User Load Test Simulation and Checking
In order to demonstrate the operation of the implemented network segment, endusers need to attach to the network and perform various activities. While this can be
achieved with a few real-life users using actual user equipment, large scale testing is
not feasible using this method.
In-depth protocol testing and load testing requires a traffic generator, which simulates
the concurrent activities of a large number of end-users. For such testing purposes
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COMBO develops a Traffic Generator, which is capable of simulating the operation of
tens of thousands of mobile network subscribers.
In the converged scenario the traffic generator is used in 4G mode. The device
simulates one or more eNodeBs, with subscribers attached to them. The testing
device is connected to the MME through the S1-MME control interface, and to the
SGW through the S1-U user interface. Within the network, requests about the
simulated subscribers are redirected to the traffic generator’s own HLR/HSS
emulator. User plane traffic is handled by a custom traffic server as shown in Figure
10. In summary, the traffic generator is simulating the access network, and tests the
aggregation and core segments.

Figure 10: Overview of the SGA Traffic Generator concept
Within Figure 2, depicting the COMBO demonstration structural framework, the traffic
generator is represented by the blue box in the figure’s upper left corner, reading
“End-User Load test Simulation”; the actual network entities within the network under
test are represented by the grey box in the upper right corner, titled “Mobile EPC”.
For feedback, load test checking may be performed by an optional protocol-level
monitoring system deployed in the UAG, as represented by the box titled “Load Test
Monitor”.
For the FMC demonstration scenario, the traffic generator’s use is twofold:
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First, it can perform regression testing by proving that the demonstrated FMC
network segment conforms to the existing mobile standards.



Second, by extending its functionality with fixed/Wi-Fi capabilities, the device
can be used to stress-test the complete FMC architecture.

Although the traffic generator performs functional testing, it also enforces structural
conformance of the physical infrastructure by its installation process. The device is
capable of delivering a subscriber attach rate of 100/s and PDP context activation at
40/s. On the user plane the produced traffic is 700 Mbit/s on a 1Gbit/s network
adapter.
This component for load testing and monitoring of the structural demonstration will be
provided by AITIA.

2.4

Quantitative and Qualitative Targets

The aim of the demonstration activities within COMBO is to showcase the COMBO
architecture and the ability to reach architectural targets and implement use cases.
The implication of this is that a lot of the demonstration activity is intended to show
functions and network topologies interacting and to allow operators to gain
confidence with, provision and use such services. Thus a lot of demonstration activity
relates to qualitative aspects.
For specific components described in section 2.3, there are some key performance
indicators which can be explored, and this gives rise to specific quantitative aspects
on a component by component basis.
As the work within Task 6.2 and Task 6.3 develops, more detailed targets will be
explored and captured for WP6, and in addition, where feasible, the KPIs from WP2
of COMBO will be analysed and incorporated into the practical/demonstration
activities.
Table 1 aims to provide targets for each component of the structural demonstration:
Component

Quantitative Aspects

Qualitative Aspects

Access
WSON

1.

The system is protocol transparent. It can
connect any type of client grey or DWDM TRX
and supports bit rate of up to 10 Gbit/s.

1.

2.

The reach of the system as such is in the range
of 40 km. Exact value of this reach is currently
being evaluated

The system is capable of supporting
any
type
of
traffic,
business,
residential,
backhaul,
fronthaul,
backhaul
and
data
center
interconnection.

1.

Transparent bit-rate capabilities of at least up to
6.1 Gbit/s, given availability of suitable tunable
low-cost lasers, up to 10 Gbit/s

1.

Use for (business) access, (Ethernet)
backhaul, and (CPRI) fronthaul

2.

Capability for (active) reach extension

2.

Reach capabilities of at least 20 km, if possible
40 km or more

Open Access WDMPON:

1.

Up to 10Gbit/s WDM-PON access
conventional GPON legacy infrastructure

over

1.

‘Power Split
Architecture Enabling
Co-Existence of

2.

Adaptive and flexible WDM-PON bit-rate (1-3-10
Gb/s) based on plug-and-play SFP components

Residential/Business access, backhaul
and CPRI fronthaul based on WDMPON over legacy GPON network

2.

Multi-vendor
and
multi-operator
network capabilities on a common fibre

Network

Open Access WDMPON:
‘Filtered/Passive
variant’
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GPON ‘

in OLT and ONU equipment

Centralized RAN and
small cell RBS

Small Cell

3.

WDM-PON overlay maximum reach: 40km-60km

4.

GPON typical reach 20km, extensible to 4060km WDM-PON reach targets through the use
of reach extension components

1.

LTE macro RBS with a split architecture with
RRUs and BBU with CPRI interface connecting
the RRUs to the BBU over a distance of ~ 15 km
and bit rates of 614 Mbit/s to 2.5 Gbit/s

2.

LTE small cell RBS which can use copper
infrastructure.

1.

More than 100 Mbit/s mobile downlink
transmission UE performance over LTE indoor
femtocells

2.

More than 70 Mbit/s mobile uplink transmission
UE performance over LTE indoor femtocells

3.

Less than 40 ms latency path connectivity from
the SC-GW to any of the LTE femtocells (PON
backhaul)

4.

Less than 10 ms latency path connectivity from
the LTE femtocell to the user equipment

The quantifiable targets listed here reflect new
activity in addition to the feature set already
supported by the carrier Ethernet part of the UAG

UAG

1.

Low Latency CPRI path connectivity from one
BBU to any one of 3 RRUs <50ns

2.

Packet forwarding across NFV host
a.

3.

UAG and generally
network
/
service
capabilities

plant for
purposes

multiple

services

for

outdoor

1.

High power
application

2.

Low power RBS for small cell for
indoor application

1.

Demonstrate low latency optical
backhaul
for
indoor
femtocell
deployments (Residential/Enterprise)
with re-use of legacy fibre access
networks

2.

Demonstrate SON operation using
coordination based techniques (low
latency)

3.

Demonstrate co-existence of LTE and
Wi-Fi in indoor femtocells

4.

Demonstrate no interference with
macro layer, as well as no interference
between neighbour femtocells

1.

Demonstrate L2 QoS/SLA provision

2.

Demonstrate
BBU-to-RRU
provisioning in UAG

3.

Demonstrate UAG as a host for
functions

4.

Demonstrate ability to add Layer 3
functions and other value added
features on UAG NFV host

1.

Support various demonstrations by
control plane and user plane traffic
simulation: traffic generation for
network and service under test.
Capability measurements.

Measure and benchmark PPS forwarding at
various frame sizes: 64, 512, 1518, 2000,
9600 bytes. Aim for > 75% of theoretical
throughput at each packet size

RBS

FMC

Path

Support QoS/QoE Related measurements
a.

Monitor error durations, if >16ms, then raise
QoE alarm for a given set of potentially
affected services

b.

Also monitor error loss distance and report
QoE issue if >1 in any 4 hour period

1.

Simulation of n*10000 users attaching the
network, and moving around, even changing
access technology.

2.

a subscriber attach rate of 100/s and PDP
context activation at 40/s.

On the user plane the produced traffic is 700 Mbit/s on
each 1Gbit/s network adapter.

Table 1: Quantitative and Qualitative Targets for Structural Demonstration
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2.5

Introduction of Components
Preliminary Test Plan

to

Demonstration

and

For each component within the demonstration activity, a short description of initial
testing, or steps needed to introduce the component to the demonstration is provided
within this section. Interaction between partners in order to reach a successful
demonstration is also identified.

Component

Introduction of Component

Required Interaction

Access
WSON

Network

EAB intends to demonstrate the validity of the DWDM
based FMC architecture proposed in COMBO WP3, by
implementing the necessary functions of data plane,
management/control plane and OAM functions.

EAB will need to with primary with Orange
and possibly with the possibly with the other
vendors involved in the use-cases

Open Access WDMPON:

ADVA intend to demonstrate suitability of two types of
WDM infrastructure :

‘Filtered/Passive
variant’

1.

Bi-di CWDM

ADVA need to interact with DTAG and
Orange. Cooperation with Telnet is also
required to possibly demonstrate WDMPON interworking.

2.

DWDM-PON, tunable

The latter is possibly based on two laser types, given
timely availability.
Open Access WDMPON:
‘Power Split
Architecture Enabling
Co-Existence of
GPON‘

Centralized RAN and
small cell RBS

Small Cell

1.

GPON network with WDM-PON components

2.

1 Gbit/s per
Residential

3.

3 Gbit/s per channel
Enterprise/Backhaul

4.

10 Gbit/s per channel WDM-PON (tunable):
Enterprise/Backhaul/Fronthaul

1.

The macro base stations will be used to
demonstrate Use case 7

2.

The small cell base station will be used to
demonstrate use-case 4

1.

3GPP LTE REl. 9 Home eNodeB femtocell with
proprietary
3GPP
LTE
Protocol
Stack
implementation for fully personalised integration
into operator network. Main features:
a.

2.

June 2014

channel

WDM-PON
WDM-PON

(RSOA):
(WS):

Up to 64/128 active users and 16/32
schedulable
users
per
TTI
(Residential/Enterprise)

b.

LTE-FDD, MIMO 2x2, Band 7 (2.6 GHz)

c.

17-20 dBm RF output power

d.

Adaptive Modulation schemes up to 64 QAM

e.

Adaptive Channel Bandwidth from 1.4 MHz
to 20 MHz

TELNET will interact primarily with TID and
plans to migrate demos to TID operator
requirements in the context of Task 6.3.
Other operators like Orange and/or DTAG
will also participate to demonstrate multioperator purposes. Cooperation with ADVADE is also required in order to demonstrate
WDM-PON interoperability for multi-vendor
purposes.
EAB will need to interact primarily with
primary with Orange and possibly with the
other vendors involved in the use-cases

TELNET will interact primarily with TID and
plans to migrate demos to TID operator
requirements in the context of Task 6.3.
Other operators like Orange and/or DTAG
will also participate to demonstrate multioperator purposes.
Cooperation with ADVA-UK will be required
in order to integrate SC-GW functions
and/or hardware into the UAG.

Small Cell Gateway (SC-GW) with embedded
EPC for centralized HeNobeB control and
management (possibly some functions could be
integrated in COMBO UAG). SC-GW includes
Home eNodeB Gateway (HeNB-GW), X2
Gateway (X2-GW), Home eNodeB Management
System (HeMS), ACS, Radius AAA server,
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Syslog, MultiAgent Platform for SON operation
3.

UAG

ADVA intend to support 3 modes of operation for the
UAG. We describe the introductory phase for the 3
modules below:

ADVA Need to interact with EAB in order to
ensure that the BBUs and RRUs offered by
EAB can be switched correctly by the UAG.

1.

ADVA need to interact with TELNET in
order to host SC-GW either in hardware or
NFV VM

2.

3.

4.

June 2014

Integrated PON-LTE management system for the
joint management of fixed-mobile access
resources

Carrier Ethernet/SLA platform
a.

Is mainly configuration of the EG-X to
operate in required modes

b.

We will test and verify with simulated
services using test equipment and perform
various tests such as RFC2544/ Y.1564

c.

We will test the QoS/QoE measurements
proposed earlier to show that they work prior
to integration into the demo

ADVA need to interact with Operators to
show how new services are added and
configured
ADVA need to interact with Operators to
define the uAAA function in further details

NFV Host
a.

This part requires a phased approach

b.

Phase 1 – Traffic forwarding across NIC
cards and Host OS/in-kernel bridge

c.

Phase 2 - proving of connectivity to internal
VMs, appropriate classification and service
chaining functions to enable steering of
traffic to new guest VMs, as well as
performance evaluation

d.

Phase 3 – hosting of new VMs and
verification of the new functions

e.

Phase 4 - quantitative benchmarking can
take place

f.

Tests to be undertaken:
I.

Measure and benchmark Latency
across NIC cards and Internal Bridge
(no VMs used)

II.

VM Scalability / service turn-up velocity

III.

Measure time to instantiate new VM

IV.

Measure size of a VM for a given task

V.

Measure and test max number of VMs
which can be supported on the host

ULL Switch
a.

Step 1: Evaluation board integration and
connectivity

b.

Step 2: Path configuration SW integration

c.

Step 3: Specific application performance
evaluation – test latency using pile of bits,
then during operator tests trial with CPRI
test equipment and RRU/BBU combo from
EAB

Initial Test Plan:
a.

Show Fixed line and MBH services using
Carrier Ethernet and NFV host for L2, L3
forwarding and SLA monitoring

b.

Show NFV Host for adding new functions
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and supporting Value Add Services
c.

UAG load tests

Show BBU to RRU Path reconfiguration and
tidal effect

1.

Traffic generator, with complex simulation of
access segments’ traffic for control plane and user
plane

2.

Traffic monitor and analyzer

AITIA needs to interact with ADVA, and with
other partners requiring access segment
simulation

Table 2: Introduction of Components and Interaction Required for Structural Demonstration

3

DEMONSTRATION 2 - FUNCTIONAL CONVERGENCE

The second demonstration module will implement support for convergence of
services using functionality within various parts of the network rather than specific
hardware and static locations. The module also explores dual attachment from User
Equipment (UE) to Fixed and Mobile Network, with a service convergence facility
deep in the network which observes services coming from the fixed and mobile
network. In conjunction with the user equipment, the proposed facility selects the
preferred path on a per service basis. The UE needs to have a common
authentication mechanism to the different service end-points demonstrated using a
universal AAA function proposed by the project.

Figure 11: Functional Demonstration Overview
The demonstration includes functional convergence of Wi-Fi and 4G mobile services
from the handset to the service end-point shown here on a Universal Access
Gateway (UAG). Convergence at the user/service layer is the primary focus.
Although different access networks are shown, when the paths which services use
converge, intelligent decisions can be made to decide which path to use, as well as
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selecting paths on a per service basis. Functionality relating to authentication of the
user for fixed line and mobile services is also required and this will be hosted in the
UAG. The UAG can be scaled up or down depending on the demonstration and
functional content. Additional functionality explored within this demonstration module
includes investigations relating to the support for an LTE-EPC function hosted on the
UAG and potentially in remote servers, as well as the use of a northbound API from
the UAG to an SDN Controller. The LTE-EPC prototype is anticipated to need the
service of an eNodeB Emulator hosted at the edge of the network connected directly
into the UAG.

3.1

Use Cases supported

As for the structural demonstration, the relationship between the demonstration
activity and use case from WP2 / D2.1 is used to frame and plan the contents of the
demonstration.
The Functional demonstration aims to incorporate elements of use case 1, 6 and 8 in
the following ways:


Use Case 1 “Unified FMC access for mobile devices”
o As a key focus area for this demonstration module, it is supported by
the inclusion of an end-user equipment (or emulation tool) which
supports dual attachment to mobile and Wi-Fi services, on a per service
level
o COMBO provides network assistance via functions hosted on the UAG
to support network assistance access selection and handover



Use Case 6 “Convergence of fixed, mobile and Wi-Fi gateway functionalities”
o The WP is exploring converged Authentication of the end-user for
Mobile and Wi-Fi via combination of uAAA at the UAG and EAP-SIM at
the Wi-Fi Access Point
o The UAG is planned to host a number of functions relating to mobile
EPC, and to support BRAS related functions for fixed line



Use Case 8 “Network sharing“
o Intrinsic support for multiple carriers based on the modular nature of the
UAG, and the use of virtualisation tools

3.2

Relationship to FMC architectural targets

A more detailed discussion of coverage compared to COMBO targets is captured
later in the document. Here we provide initial analysis of which architectural targets
are covered by the functional demonstration.


The UAG is a key target for implementing NG-PoP and convergence of IP
edges. This component of the demonstration module is focused on the
support of hosting virtualised functions which enable FMC
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Centralized network control is intended to be explored by making use of
remote SDN controllers and ideally remote servers which can host the
functions initially hosted on the UAG. This allows to explore the control of and
effects of the migration of functions around the network in FMC context



A universal AAA function will be hosted in the UAG of the demonstration
module. This universal AAA function combines the authentication and
accounting models for Mobile, Fixed line and Wi-Fi users



Advanced interface selection and route control works in conjunction with the
end-user equipment and UAG relating to Use Case 1. The preferred path can
be advertised by the network, and the end-user can adapt services to use the
proposed backhaul path accordingly

3.3

Functional Demonstration Components

As for the structural demonstration, the functional demonstration activity is broken
down into a set of required components in order to achieve the demonstration.
Specific partners have committed to bring the required components which are
described in the sections below
The Functional demonstration consists of the following components :
-

UAG function hosting infrastructure and uAAA (ADVA-UK)

-

Wi-Fi/Mobile Convergence Functions, including EAP (FON)

-

Emulated and virtualized EPC functions (CTTC)

-

SDN Controller and NFV Interactions (CTTC)

3.3.1 UAG
The UAG is based on the component as described in section 2 for the structural
demonstration. The same 3 sub-components will be considered to form the UAG,
however in this case the focus will be on the functions supported by the NFV host
and the interaction of this with the Carrier Ethernet switch/Aggregation part.
The NFV host is anticipated to be a platform on which other partners can introduce
virtualised functions relating to the demonstration. Therefore provision will be made
and discussion will be needed to arrange interfaces and rules to be defined so that
partners can be equipped with sufficient access rights to allow them to install and
configure the functions.
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Figure 12: Example of Internal NFV Host connectivity and Bridging
Functions developed for the functional demonstration include the classification
functions needed to steer traffic to the appropriate virtual function, and the base
universal AAA function as developed in more details within WP3.

Figure 13: uAAA Function Key Aspects
The uAAA function is aimed at unifying the authentication, assignment of addresses
and accounting of users for different services accessing the FMC network and
including fixed line users as well as mobile users. Whereas the current situation
would require different AAA mechanisms for the different groups of services and use
different databases, the uAAA function combines the database into a single or interrelated database which can be distributed to allow multiple uAAA instances to work in
unison. The authentication of Wi-Fi users via Wi-Fi Access Points and mobile users
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via EPC functions is something that can also be explored via a common SIM and
EAP-SIM which can be co-developed in the consortium.
In order to explore COMBO architectural targets more fully, this functional
demonstration activity will be used to explore the complexities, challenges and
implications of hosting specific functions in remote servers versus in more distributed
locations. Additional functions may be needed on the UAG, when for example uAAA
is migrated deeper into the network. In this case a Universal AAA Relay Agent or
similar function might be needed.
The functionalities described in this section will be developed and provided by ADVAUK.
3.3.2 Wi-Fi related Services for multi-technology wireless access
The multi technology access feature of the FMC network allows mobile devices to
have different access paths through the network. Each access technology can be
used alternatively or in a dual attachment scheme. For that purpose, different
elements placed along the network are enabled to allow providing this service. This
section first covers the different elements related to the service and then it presents a
general description of what the solution allows.
The following are the elements involved:
-

User Equipment / Mobile device.

-

Wireless Access points.

-

Wi-Fi AAA service.

-

Service convergence function.

The Access Points (APs), usually located in the fixed access network, provide Wi-Fi
access for mobile devices. The mobile devices connecting to the Wi-Fi AP are
expected to do so in a seamless manner. For that purpose, the APs need to support
the different Extended Authentication Protocol (EAP) methods, such as EAP-SIM, so
that the mobile device authenticates in the FMC network, through Wi-Fi with the
credentials stored in it SIM card.
In order to provide this seamless authentication to mobile devices, it is necessary to
place a AAA service for Wi-Fi access within the network. The AAA service takes care
of authenticating users and providing access for them to the network. Mobile
credential based authentications need to interface with the correspondent entity of
the mobile network, in this case the Home Subscriber Server (HSS). Additionally, this
service can be part of the proposed Universal AAA functionality located in the UAG.
The service convergence function depicted in Figure 11 is the function that allows the
network to make decisions in relation to the access paths that the UEs need to take.
For that purpose, when decisions are made the related information is made
accessible to UEs, which will employ it in order to connect automatically to one
network or the other.
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This function is a candidate for inclusion within the UAG infrastructure. As it can be
seen in Figure 11, this function is marked with an orange colour and feeds the Wi-Fi
APs, UEs and any other equipment that requires the information.
In relation to mobile devices for the demonstrator, future passpoint certified devices
will be used, which will interact with the Wi-Fi network and the mobile network as
previously described. If that may not be achievable laptop based prototypes may be
employed instead.
Regarding the feature presented in this demonstration component, the following
experience is expected for the user:


A UE that is attached to the mobile access of an FMC network is capable of
automatically connecting in a seamless fashion to Wi-Fi networks that are
reachable and that are approved by the FMC operator (that is, whether the WiFi network is operated by the FMC operator or by another operator)

In this process, the user does not need to intervene since the mobile device’s
connection manager detects that among the available Wi-Fi networks it should
connect to most convenient one based on operator policies. Therefore, the network
configuration process and the actual connection are performed without user
intervention.
3.3.3 Emulated LTE-EPC and Virtualized EPC functions
This demonstration component provides emulated LTE RAN and EPC network
elements together with Virtualized EPC functions to integrate in COMBO’s functional
demonstration. It is developed and provided by CTTC.
The objective is to make the demonstration feature an emulated LTE RAN and EPC
connected to the aggregation network, and virtualized EPC functions executed within
the UAG. The integration of these components in the demonstration is depicted in
Figure 14
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Figure 14: Integration of the emulated LTE-EPC and virtualized EPC functions in the
demonstration.
Both the emulated LTE RAN and EPC components and the virtualized EPC functions
will be based on the open source LENA LTE-EPC software previously developed by
CTTC. Some additional development will be carried out on this software in order to
make it suitable for virtualization of the selected EPC functions on the UAG and to
integrate in the demonstration.
The virtual EPC functions that will be integrated in the UAG are:


SGW function, including both control plane functionality (interaction with the
MME via the S11 interface) and data forwarding functionality



PGW function, including both the control plane functionality (interaction with
the SGW), the traffic flow classification and mapping to EPS bearer
functionality, and the data forwarding functionality

Migration of the Virtualized EPC functions to other UAGs is not explicitly foreseen,
but in principle it could be achieved by having the aggregation network preserving the
IP connectivity seen by the EPC in a transparent way, so that the EPC functions do
not need to be modified.
Interaction with ADVA will be needed to integrate the components in the
demonstration platform. The following two alternative integration approaches are
considered:


Approach 1: CTTC will provide hardware machines with the necessary EPC
software installed. The UAG will be realized by interconnecting via cables
(e.g., Ethernet) ADVA’s UAG hardware with CTTC’s UAG hardware; this
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bundle will therefore constitute a single logical entity representative of the
UAG functionality.


Approach 2: CTTC will provide the source code of the EPC software together
with build and execution instructions. ADVA will hence install and execute the
software on its own hardware; in particular, the RAN and the EPC components
are expected to be run on dedicated hardware, whereas the Virtualized EPC
functions are expected to run on a virtual machine within the UAG.

The final choice of the approach will be based on technical and licensing
considerations.
3.3.4 SDN Controller and Remote NFV Server Interactions
SDN is a networking approach where the control plane functions (e.g., routing,
provisioning, etc.) are physically decoupled from the network device (data plane).
The SDN controller is a logically centralized control plane entity enabling the
programmability and configuration of the underlying network elements (i.e.,
forwarding) to accommodate traffic flows (e.g., fixed and mobile services). The
controller and network devices communicate via the SouthBound Interface (SBI).
This interface provides an open and standard protocol (e.g., OpenFlow, PCEP, etc.)
to allow the controller to retrieve and monitor network information (e.g., topology, port
status) and the network devices to configure their forwarding tables (e.g., flow rules).
The SDN controller also provides a NorthBound Interface (NBI) to deliver network
awareness to service and application layers via open interfaces (APIs). By doing so,
the application layer is able to program the controller for the dynamic (on-demand)
instantiation of new traffic flows, the modification of existing ones, etc.
Complementary to the SDN, the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is another
approach receiving a lot of attention within the networking scope. The idea behind
NFV is that specific network functions, which traditionally have been co-located with
dedicated hardware, are moved to commodity servers and switches within the cloud
(i.e., datacenters (DCs)) by means of virtualization techniques.
Both SDN and NFV yield significant benefits to the network operators: reduced OpEx
and CapEx, greater flexibility, faster innovation, etc. Thereby, for the deployment of
efficient and effective FMC solutions one could adopt them and leverage those
advantages. In this regard, a planned demonstration activity will be focused on
validating the integration of both SDN and NFV concepts to achieve a feasible
functional FMC solution.
Figure 15 depicts a setup for a component of the functional convergence
demonstration: the SDN controller coordinates the control functions to set up both
Ethernet-based fixed and mobile services through an aggregation network composed
of both packet (e.g., MPLS or MPLS-TP) and optical (WDM) switching. In other
words, packet switches are connected through an underlying optical infrastructure
formed by optical links and switches. The aim is that packet services transporting
fixed and LTE-based mobile flows are dynamically configured via the controller at the
aggregation network devices.
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The traffic service instantiation will be triggered using the NBI. To do so, both fixed
and mobile (LTE EPC) API services will be virtualized as Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs). In the fixed service API, the basic function will request to the controller a new
packet connection specifying end-points, bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g.,
maximum latency). Such a packet connection may be the result of a number of traffic
flows arriving from the fixed access segment being aggregated at an edge node. On
the other hand, for the mobile service (EPC) API, it is considered a partial
virtualization. This means that selected control EPC functions (i.e., MME, SGWC/PGW-C) are virtualized in the cloud (i.e., over Virtual Machines), whereas the
user/data plane elements (i.e., SGW/PGW-U) rely on physical and dedicated L2/L3
switches. For the sake of completeness, in a full virtualized EPC API besides the
virtualization of the control functions, the user plane is virtualized as well using
commodity servers running on virtualized switches (e.g., Open vSwitch). The full
virtualized EPC API is not considered in this demonstration activity.
In the partially virtualized EPC, the required signalling between the eNodeB and
specific virtual mobile control functions (i.e., MME) could be implemented either in- or
out-of band. That is, the signalling and data (GTP-U) traffic are not required to be
routed throughout the same network.
The main components for this demonstration activity are:
-

The LTE EPC system; designed and developed in the LENA emulator.

-

The aggregation network combining both packet and optical switching
elements is provided by the ADRENALINE testbed of CTTC.

-

The SDN controller.

-

The emulated fixed network generator (Ethernet traffic).
Fixed Service API

Data LTE
Bearer (GTP-U)
EPC Signaling
Data Fixed
Services

EPC APIs: MME,
SGW-C /PGW-C

VNF

NBI

Cloud (DC)

VNF

SDN Controller
SBI (OpenFlow, PCEP)

Packet Optical Aggregation

SGW
/PGW (data)

BRAS

Figure 15: SDN controller and virtualized network functions for the integration of the packetoptical aggregation network and the LTE EPC
To assess the feasibility of the described functional convergence scenario some
implementations and enhancements in the setup are required:
-

Development of the SDN controller: different implementations will be explored
(e.g., OpenDayLight).
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-

The SBI implementation: this interface will be provided by two standard
protocols, namely, OpenFlow to configure packet switches at the aggregation
edge nodes, and PCEP to instantiate the provisioning of optical connections.
With respect to the OpenFlow (standardized by ONF), some protocol
extensions will be necessary to support the GTP-U Tunnel Endpoint Identifier
(TEID) attribute for configuring the forwarding at the packet switches. TEID is
necessary for identifying individual LTE bearers (flows) along with the source
and destination IP addresses and port identifiers.

-

The NBI will be implemented for the communication between the VNFs and
the controller to automatically program flows within the data plane network.
The NBI will be designed and implemented to allow instantiation, modification
and release of services as a result, for instance, of a bearer establishment
previously negotiated between an eNodeB and the virtualized EPC.

-

The implementation will be also conducted within the data plane. This will
require that both fixed and mobile services will be seamlessly transported
through the aggregation network. To this end, it will be necessary for instance
that the LTE traffic between eNodeBs and SGW/PGW switch is carried using
an MPLS connection. Thus, the forwarding at the MPLS packet edge nodes
will push/pop MPLS tags to the incoming/outgoing GTP-U traffic following the
controller decisions.

-

Potential implementation of packet (MPLS) aggregation edge nodes relying on
the OpenFlow-enabled software packages (e.g., Open vSwitch). Alternatively,
the current solution available in the ADRENALINE testbed will be used and
enhanced to be compliant with the OpenFlow capabilities.

-

An interesting feature of SDN controllers is about their complete vision of the
network encompassing both topology and network resources. This allows
computing routes dealing with two objectives: satisfying the QoS demands
(e.g., bandwidth, latency) and attaining an efficient use of the network
resources (i.e., packet ports, wavelengths, etc.). Bearing this in mind, COMBO
will consider and implement a QoS-enabled algorithm ensuring that, at the
time of provisioning either fixed or mobile flows, both objectives are jointly
targeted.

Finally, the application of a SDN controller and virtualized network functions such as
the LTE EPC in the cloud could be also applied and deployed in the context of the
UAG. Indeed, most of the aforementioned functions and implementations can be
integrated in the UAG functional convergence model. In this regard, this will boost the
collaborations among partners involved within the UAG demonstrations to show the
benefits that both SDN and NFV deliver to the overall FMC functional convergence.
The various elements and functions of this demonstration component will be
developed and provided by CTTC.

3.4

Quantitative and Qualitative Targets

As for the structural convergence demonstration, the quantitative and qualitative
targets of the demonstration are outlined in the table below:
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Component

Quantitative Aspects

UAG

1.

Qualitative Aspects

uAAA – Time to authenticate, joining rate
capability

1.

Demonstrate AAA function

2.

Demonstrate Dual Attachment/Use
Case 1 function
Describe and show the process for
adding and hosting new functions

2.

Resource monitoring as new VMs are added

3.

QoS Detection performance for a given service
in the dual attachment scenario, and time taken
to switch paths if needed

3.

APs

1.

Performance impact of providing seamless
access to many devices at the same time.

Demonstrate that the AP is capable of
offering seamless authentication and
additional information regarding the
network.

uAAA (Wi-Fi part)

1.

Number of authentications per time frame.

Evaluate the security impacts of the
integration between the fixed access and
the EPC. Any security risk shall be
diminished.

Service convergence
function

1.

Decision workflow on which Wi-Fi networks
UEs should connect to.

2.

Propagation speed / time for the policy changes
to be effective.

Demonstrate that the decisions taken by
the network are effectively executed by
the UEs.

User Equipment

1.

Time for completing
seamlessly.

an

authentication

2.

Response time in the discovery and policy
processing.

Describe the process for making policy
changes.
Evaluate the QoE in the UE. User should
not notice the network handover process,
although it might be aware of which
network is connected to from time to time.
Demonstrate dual attachment.

Emulated
LTE-EPC
and Virtualized EPC
functions

SDN Control, NFV
and
Aggregation
Network

1.

UE attachment and EPS bearer setup latency

1.

Demonstrate data and control plane
integration with the packet/optical
aggregation network

2.

Demonstrate integration of virtualized
EPC functions with the UAG

1.

Validation of the overall solution and
setup for the network control
coordination (SDN controller). This
encompasses the function to abstract
the network view at the controller, the
path computation, the SBI (and
potential extensions) for configuring
network devices, the designed NBI
(APIs) for the instantiation of both
mobile and fixed services running as
virtualized functions, etc.

Data plane throughput, loss rate and latency at the
EPS Bearer level

1.

Mobile Setup Time –Time for setting up an
EPS bearer between an eNodeB and the EPC
through the proper configuration of the packetoptical aggregation network.

2.

Fixed Setup Time – Time for establishing an
emulated fixed data service through the
packet-optical aggregation network.

3.

Configuration time of the network devices via
the SDN controller southbound interface/s

4.

Computation time required by the routing
algorithm to accommodate connections with
QoS demands (e.g., latency)

Validation of the solution and setup at the
data plane. This leads to show how mobile
(EPS Bearers) and generic fixed-oriented
(Ethernet) services are seamlessly
transported over the packet (MPLS) –
optical (WSON) aggregation infrastructure.
Capturing (via protocol analyser) of the
transported data packets.

Table 3: Quantitative and Qualitative Targets for Functional Demonstration
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3.5

Introduction of Components
Preliminary Test Plan

to

Demonstration

and

As for the structural convergence demonstration, the introduction and initial test plan
is captured in the table below along with a description of the required partner
interaction.
Component

Introduction of Component

Required Interaction

UAG

The main component required in the UAG for this
demonstration is the NFV host. It is on this that
value added functions such as uAAA, will be hosted.

ADVA need to interact with Operators to
show how new services are added and
configured

ADVA Intend to prove the traffic forwarding functions
and raw data path performance in the structural
demonstration activity. Within this particular
demonstration the emphasis is on functionality.
Therefore ADVA proposes the following plan for
introducing the UAG into the demonstration and the
accompanying initial test plan :

ADVA need to interact with Operators to
define the uAAA function in further details

1.

2.

3.

Define function to show Use Case 1 from WP2
– Dual attachment scenario
a.

Measure switching time between paths

b.

Explore potential migration of this function
to a remote server and measure the
impact

Show uAAA
benchmark

function

in

operation

ADVA need to interact with FON and
CTTC in order to progress the
demonstrator. Discuss with FON the
Convergence function and AAA, discuss
with CTTC the platform requirements for
hosting CTTC LTE-EPC in hardware or in
VM hosted within the UAG.

and

a.

Demonstrate the function in operation

b.

Measure time to authenticate a user

c.

Benchmark number of end-users who can
be authenticated in a given time period via
the use of concurrent VMs and multiple
CPU cores etc

Hosting and Turn-up of guest VM Functions
a.

Define messaging scheme and or
investigate NFV approaches to Service
chaining and NFV orchestration

b.

UAG advertisements to SDN controllers
and NMS intelligence indicating amount of
free resources and capacity

c.

UAG can receive requests to reserve
resources needed for a given function

d.

Test and demonstrate the installation of
new functions on the UAG by partners

APs

Measure the performance impact of providing
seamless access to many devices at the same time.
Retrieve the impact of a small number of concurrent
authentications in order to extrapolate production
environment impacts.

Fon needs to interact with ADVA in order
to define the connectivity that is going to
be provided from the APs to the UAG.

uAAA (Wi-Fi part)

Evaluate the number of authentications per time
frame that can be handled.

Fon needs to interact with ADVA to
integrate the Wi-Fi function in the uAAA.
Fon needs to interact with CTTC in order
to define authentication procedure against
the LTE-EPC with SIM credentials.
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Service convergence
function

Provide a static policy to the UE in order to test the
authentication.
Then, set a policy within the service convergence
function and check that the UE acts accordingly once
it is available.
Measure the time required for the policy changes to
be effective.

Fon needs to interact with ADVA to
integrate the convergence function within
the UAG.
Fon needs to interact with CTTC in order
to define any interactions needed with the
EPC.

Evaluate the QoE of the user.
User Equipment

The UEs are going to be the one used to evaluate
the dual attachment and the seamless authentication
process in the Wi-Fi network with mobile network
credentials.

Fon needs to interact with CTTC in order
to define any interactions needed with the
LTE-EPC.

The seamless authentication process is tested to
evaluate the process and the QoE.
A network triggered connection is tested to evaluate
the process and the QoE.
Evaluate the QoE, when an authentication process
fails.
Emulated LTE-EPC
and Virtualized EPC
functions

This component is used to emulate the LTE Radio
Access Network and Evolved Packet Core network
elements and functions in the functional
demonstration.

The plan for the introduction of this component in the
demonstration is the following:

SDN Control, NFV
and
Aggregation
Network

1.

Emulation support for the S1-U interface

2.

Implementation of emulation scenario for
integration with the ADRENALINE testbed
based on a single emulation process for all LTE
and EPC network entities, with static UE and
EPS bearer configurations

3.

Interconnection of the LENA LTE-EPC emulator
with the packet-optical aggregation network
provided by ADRENALINE testbed

4.

API for control plane integration with the packetoptical
aggregation
network
of
the
ADRENALINE testbed

5.

Emulation support for the S1-MME and S11
interfaces

6.

Implementation of emulation scenario for
integration with the ADVA testbed based on
three
separate
emulation
processes
respectively providing the LTE RAN, MME and
SGW+PGW functions

7.

Interconnection of the above emulation scenario
with the ADVA testbed.

The SDN controller is the principal component to
steer the control coordination for fixed and mobile
service provisioning over the packet-optical
aggregation network.
CTTC intends to validate the feasibility of a SDN
controller to configure and program a packet-optical
network transporting fixed and mobile services. Both
service (virtualized) functions will instantiate the
automatic provisioning of respective services though
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The integration with the ADRENALINE
testbed is an activity internal to CTTC and
hence won’t require interactions with other
partners.
The integration with ADVA’s testbed will
require interaction with ADVA.

This
demonstration
activity
mainly
involves the participation of the CTTC
since both experimental platforms (LENA
and ADRENALINE) will be provided by
CTTC. However, the results and
developments attained could be used as
inputs and potentially functional blocks to
other demonstration tasks such as the
UAG where CTTC would participate.
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defined APIs interacting directly with the controller.
The focus of the demonstration will be to validate the
involved control functions and operations as well as
the coordination of the own control functions for both
fixed and mobile data services capitalized by the
SDN controller. Consequently, CTTC proposes the
following plan to achieve the targeted demonstration
activity:
1.

2.

3.

Integration of the considered experimental
platforms for the data plane validation
a.

Interconnection of the LENA LTE-EPC
emulator
and
the
packet-optical
aggregation
network
provided
by
ADRENALINE testbed

b.

Static/manual configuration of packet
forwarding engine at the aggregation edge
packet nodes to push/pop MPLS tags for
transporting incoming LTE (GTP-U) data
traffic.

c.

Tunnelling of MPLS
(transporting
GTP-U)
connections.

d.

Combining Ethernet (fixed service) and
GTP-U (mobile services) transport over the
optical connections.

packet traffic
over
optical

Design and implementation of the SDN
controller, functions and interfaces (NBI and
SBI)
a.

NBI API for triggering the automatic
connection
provisioning
within
the
aggregation network transporting a
negotiated EPS bearer

b.

NBI API for triggering the automatic
connection within the aggregation network
transporting a fixed service

c.

Implementation of SBI protocols (e.g.,
OpenFlow w/ extensions) to configure
packet and optical network devices
considering the intricacies of the
transported services (e.g., GTP-U traffic)

d.

Devise and implementation of the path
computation algorithms dealing with QoS
requirements (latency) and network
performance objectives (resource usage)

Define the demonstration setup to show the
implemented and operating SDN controls
functions
emphasizing
the
functional
convergence
a.

Automatic provisioning (control + data) of
emulated fixed and mobile services

b.

Measure the time for the establishment of
both services involving all the processes at
the controller and network device
configuration
i.
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For the definition of specific functions to
be deployed in the SDN controller as well
as specification of services, CTTC will
require the inputs from the Operators.

Considering services with different
QoS requirements and bandwidth
demands. Accordingly the path
computation algorithm will route these
demands (fixed and mobile) to fulfil
such QoS necessities.
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Table 4: Introduction of Components and Interaction Required for Structural Demonstration

4

DEMONSTRATION
ARCHITECTURE

COVERAGE

AND

COMBO

Work Package 3 develops the architectural proposals for COMBO, the basis of which
rests upon some key topics including:
1. Access and Aggregation Network Convergence
2. IP edge convergence
3. Centralized network control
4. Universal AAA
5. Advanced interface selection and route control
The access and aggregation network is the physical Access and Aggregation
network and connects end users as well as base stations and RRUs to the functions
deeper in the network with on the UAG or a more centralised server. The UAG is a
device which could be centralised or distributed as business models require,
however, this is considered to be the primary location for IP edge convergence.
The FMC network relies on functions in or close to the UAG and/or in remote servers.
The method by which these functions are allocated, and provisioned within the
network requires an element of network control. The consideration of a universal
authentication and accounting tool for multiple service types gives rise the uAAA
function being of interest at each of these locations.
Finally since the FMC network is a combination of functions located in multiple parts
of the network. The ability to perform path advertisement and selection is also a key
requirement.
Exploring the two demonstration activities along with annotations relating to use
cases, one can see at first hand the coverage of the proposed demonstration
activities within WP6.
For the functional demonstrator:
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Figure 16: Functional Demonstration & COMBO Coverage
As indicated, many architectural targets are dealt with as part of the functional
demonstration. Specifically Use Case 1 “Unified FMC access for mobile devices” is
dealt with as well use case 6 and 8.
For the Structural demonstrator:

Figure 17: Structural Demonstration & COMBO Coverage
Specifically the structural demonstration activity aims to deal with transport
convergence in the access/aggregation network, as well as providing coverage once
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more of IP edge convergence since the UAG is re-used. The use case coverage of
this demonstrator is quite wide. Specific support for Use case UC3 “Reuse of
infrastructure for small cell deployments”, UC5 “Support for large traffic variations
between public, residential, and business areas”, UC6 “Convergence of fixed, mobile
and Wi-Fi gateway functionalities”, UC7 “Converged access and aggregation
technology supporting fixed and mobile broadband services“, and UC8 “Network
Sharing” is considered to be in scope with use case UC5 being expanded to consider
more widely the effects of user patterns on fixed line and mobile backhaul as well as
on fronthaul which was the original focus of this use case.
Coverage of the demonstration activities with respect to the COMBO architectural
targets and use cases is wide enough to demonstrate significant FMC capabilities. A
good mix of functional and structural convergence is obtained while maintaining a
relationship between the two by having activities which both utilise the UAG.
Some use cases were not included specifically into either demonstration activity, so
as to focus the planned experimental activities on an illustrative sub-set of FMC use
cases. There is a relatively large number of use cases and it was felt that in trying to
satisfy this wide scope from a demonstration perspective an increasingly fragmented
set of demonstration platforms would arise.

5

MIGRATION FROM LAB TO FIELD TRIALS

Task 6.3 Operator Based Experimental Task will bring together multiple partners,
including operators and vendors, in an operator based experiment. It is planned to
have two different test environments: a field based environment and a controlled
laboratory based environment. Laboratory based tests are going to be executed in
the operators laboratories, whereas field tests will use real communication
infrastructures and equipment closer to a real deployment under a limited
environment. Although the field based environment is oriented to have better
knowledge of the different FMC solutions built in Task 6.2, these solutions will be
tested internally in COMBO and it is not planned to involve final customers in these
tests. The main reason for that is that COMBO solutions will not achieve a
commercial or pre-commercial degree during the project time frame and they will be
used to pave the way for future carrier-grade technologies.
The purpose of Task 6.3 tests is to validate the different demonstrators as proof of
concepts to check their feasibility, the performance achieved, the real status beyond
the state of the art, the current and potential benefits and the maturity degree in order
to assess which, how and when these FMC structural and functional solutions could
be deployed bringing convergence to current fixed and mobile networks.
Operators within COMBO have approached the demonstrations in an open manner
and a number of common objectives have been discussed. Operators have
articulated the intention to hold open invitations to other operators and the partners
involved in the demonstration activities. The sections below outline the facilities
offered for the structural and functional demonstrations.
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5.1

Structural convergence field trial

5.1.1 Infrastructure and logistics
TID laboratories will host structural convergence demonstration in Madrid and
additional demonstrations as Wi-Fi related services for example, and provide the
infrastructure (rack space, power supply, physical connectivity, etc…) needed to
support this demonstration. Auxiliary instrumentation equipment and passive
components to be used along the project and during the test bed preparation will be
provided, for example:
-

Optical power meters, optical variable attenuators, optical spectrum analysers,

-

Traffic Ethernet generators / analysers,

-

Ethernet switches, PC servers to simulate services,

-

Fixed access networks equipment.

Note that these equipment, because of their size, their weight and availability for
other project teams will have to stay in TID premises. TID’s laboratories are
collocated in a Telefónica’s Central Office where some racks are available for
COMBO demonstration. The rack room (Figure 18) is close to a laboratory room
(Figure 19) where it is planned to perform the different configurations,
measurements, tests and needed demonstrations. Both rooms are connected
through single mode fibre and copper cables patch panels.

Figure 18: TID’s rack room
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Figure 19: TID’s laboratory room
Deutsche Telekom Laboratories will also host demonstrations from COMBO partners
for structural convergence in the Berlin based office. A field deployed fibre
infrastructure will be part of the available resources. A special interest is on a
converged WDM based access for backhaul and fronthaul applications combining
residential and macro, small cell backhaul or even fronthaul if applicable
5.1.2 An access to service platforms
The laboratory is prepared with PCs and laptops used as the servers and clients for
different IP applications, such as unicast/multicast high definition video or high speed
internet access. Additionally these equipment can be used to install the applications
needed in the final demonstrators coming from the partners involved on them. Load
tests can also be performed on Ethernet and IP level at 1Gbit/s or 10Gbit/s using the
traffic generator (IxiaTest Center) available in the lab.
User side environment can also be simulated using typical equipment installed at
user premises such as residential gateways, GPON ONTs, xDSL modem-routers,
Wi-Fi access points, TV sets, etc. in addition to those planned for the structural
convergence demonstrations.

5.2

Functional convergence field trial

5.2.1 Infrastructure and logistics
This field trial will be hosted in the Pole Image Reseau (PIR) buildings in Lannion,
just near Orange Labs site. PIR is a technological group which helps
telecommunication companies to organize demonstration, seminars and tests events.
Also, it will be possible to use:
-
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Up to 3 rooms for the instrumentation, equipment dedicated to the
demonstration (according to the number of tests and teams that will attend
the demonstration event),
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-

An optical infrastructure based on an optical ring deployed in Lannion
(Figure 20). Three main connection points are available:
o

one in the PIR rooms, a second one in ENSSAT Labs which is a
university site and the last one in Orange Labs in order to have
connections to services platforms. The optical ring is based on
twelve 18km length single mode fibres.

Figure 20: Optical infrastructure to use during field trials in Lannion
5.2.2 An access to services platforms
In order to demonstrate functional convergence in Lannion, an access to wireless
and wireline services is given. Wireline triple play services are based on High
Definition video streams (up to 24Mbit/s), Voice over IP and high data bit rate Internet
access points.
Orange will supply the dedicated instrumentation such as Ethernet frames generator /
analyser, CPRI generator (to use in the case of a BBU/RRU context), additional
instrumentation for optical/electrical signals analysis and synchronization
measurements. Moreover, it will be possible to have connections to mobile
equipment, mobile networks.

6

CONCLUSION

The activities undertaken in reaching the described demonstration activities herein
started with a review of the use cases and architectural targets within the COMBO
project. The partners within WP6 including academia, vendors and operators filtered
the large number of use cases from WP2 / D2.1 down into groups which could be
demonstrated within the project, and then undertook a process of grouping the use
cases together with the target of arriving at a focused set of demonstrators with the
following criteria being considered:
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1. The demonstrations had to have more than one partner involved in order to be of
value to the project as a whole
2. The demonstrations had to be broken down into required components with a
specific partner assigned as responsible for a given component
3. Activity overlap was to be managed together with a requirement for full integration
and cooperation, thus components should be complimentary if they rely on similar
technologies in order to achieve them
From an initial list of four demonstrations, the list was further refined into two
demonstrations which explore the central themes of the project and which related to
specific architectural targets from WP3 including the following:
1. A Structural demonstration focused on underlying physical layer and traffic
forwarding activities which together enable Fixed Mobile Convergence of the
Access and Aggregation Network, as well as control and functions needed in
order to meet a useful demonstration. In particular the following highlights can be
used to describe the structural demonstration:
a. Extensive analysis of Access/Aggregation network focused on FMC
b. Includes WSON, WDM-PON, and GPON technologies
c. Incorporates a prototype demonstration model of the UAG
d. Elements of C-RAN, small-cells are included
2. A Functional demonstration focused on specific functions which enable Fixed
Mobile Convergence, and in addition exploring the migration of such functions
around various parts of the network in order to measure the impact of
centralisation vs distribution of functions. In particular, it has been agreed to show:
a. Convergence of Wi-Fi and mobile services from dual-attachment
equipment utilizing multiple features of the FMC network including:
i.

uAAA for authentication of multiple services

ii.

EAP-SIM for security policy checking

b. The use of the UAG to host functions relating to LTE-EPC
c. The migration of functions between distributed and centralised locations
and associated SDN interactions
3. During the refinement of the demonstrations it became obvious that as per the
COMBO project the Universal Access Gateway is a central theme, and therefore
the UAG is a component which is integrated into both demonstrations. Since the
two demonstration modules each include a UAG, one could envisage a
combination of the two demonstration modules, however, in order to keep the
demonstration activities focused and self-contained, the two will be developed in
parallel. However, the UAG is expected to be a common component of the two
demonstration modules
The demonstration activities planned within WP6 aim to generate interest internally
within the consortium and to spark imaginations externally. By combining analysis of
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enabling physical technologies to explore FMC at a structural level with emerging
technologies such as SDN/NFV to explore FMC at a functional level, the
demonstration combines all three of the services which would need to be supported
over an FMC network including:
a. Fixed Line Residential and Business service
b. Mobile Backhaul
c. Mobile Fronthaul
The partners have identified within the deliverable the technical steps needed to
realize and test/characterize each component, and the interactions needed with other
partners. These outcomes will be used in future WP6 work to bring all the
components together into the two targeted demonstrations.
Coverage of the use cases from WP2, and COMBO architecture targets from WP3
has been monitored as the demonstration modules have been planned and aligned.
Coverage of the COMBO project is good with specific support for the following use
cases and architecture targets:
a. Structural demonstration
a. Use cases 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8
b. Network Architectures
i. Access and Aggregation Network Convergence
ii. IP edge convergence
b. Functional demonstration
a. Use cases 1, 6 and 8
b. Network Architectures
i. IP edge convergence
ii. Centralized network control
iii. Universal AAA
iv. Advanced interface selection and route control
Finally the operators within the consortium have provided information on how the
demonstrations can be migrated from Task 6.2 (development phase) into Task 6.3
(operator based testing):
a. It has been confirmed that facilities in Deutsche Telekom, Orange and
Telefónica will be made available to all partners involved in the
demonstrations
b. A wide range of test equipment suitable for FMC experimentation can be
used including Ethernet and CPRI to enable fixed line, MBH and MFH
experimentation
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c. Wide scale physical infrastructure including a network capable of
supporting 12, 18km fibre patches
Steps following this deliverable in order to drive the demonstrations forwards will
include:


Face to Face group meetings for each demonstration activity



Establishing more detailed contact with any external test bed providers



Regular tracking of progress on a per component basis



Reporting of component readiness level, deviations from the deliverable and
sharing of test results (D6.2)



Operator test plan development



Logistics and time planning



Reports on the outcomes of each demonstration (D6.3)

This deliverable provides a direction for the work package, and with close
cooperation with other work packages in COMBO can be used as a vehicle to give
the COMBO project a tangible aspect. The deliverable will be used in future to
communicate our demonstration activities, and to track the progress of each
demonstration. D6.2 will look at each demonstration and provide further description
on the interfaces between components and describe how the components interact to
reach a complete demonstration. With the demonstrations outlined, the work package
is in a good position to support architectural component trials and tests in a physical
sense adding to the theoretical and conceptual work undertaken by COMBO.
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7

Glossary

Acronym / Abbreviations

Brief description

2G

2nd Generation (mobile service)

3G

3rd Generation (mobile service)

AAA

Authentication, Assignment and Accounting

uAAA

universal AAA

BBU

Base Band Unit

BER

Bit Error Rate

BSC

Base Station Controller

COMBO

COnvergence of fixed and Mobile BrOadband access/aggregation
networks

CPRI

Common Public Radio Interface

DOW

Description of Work

DWDM

Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

eNB

evolved Node B (base station)

EAP

Extended Authentication Protocol

EPC

Evolved Packet Core

EPS

Evolved Packet System

E-UTRAN

Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network

FEC

Forward Error Correction

FMC

Fixed Mobile Convergence (Converged)

FP7

Framework Program 7 EU Projects

GGSN

Gateway GPRS Support Node

GMPLS

Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching

GPON

Gigabit capable Passive Optical Network
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GPRS

General Packet Radio Service

GTP

Generic Tunnelling Protocol (or GPRS Tunnelling Protocol)

HD

High Definition (multimedia/TV)

HW

Hardware

IEEE1588

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 1588 (Precision
Time Protocol)

IMPACT

Part of PIANO+ Group of EU Projects

IP

Internet Protocol

ITU-T

International Telecommunications Union- Telecommunication
Standardisation Sector

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LSP

Label Switched Path

LTE

Long Term Evolution (3GPP standard)

MAC

Media Access Controller

MBH

Mobile Backhaul

MFH

Mobile Fronthaul

MME

Mobile Management Entity

MPLS-TP

Multi-Protocol Label Switching – Transport Profile

NFV

Network Function Virtualisation

NGOA

Next Generation Optical Access

NGPON2

Next Generation Passive Optical Network 2

NG-POP

Next Generation Point of Presence

NMS

Network Management System

OADM

Optical Add Drop Multiplexer

OASE

Optical Access Seamless Evolution (Historic EC program) on optical
access
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ODN

Optical Distribution Network

ONF

Open Networking Foundation

OTN

Optical Transport Network

PDCP

Packet Data Convergence Protocol

PDN

Packet Data Network

P-GW

Packet Data Network Gateway

PHY

Physical Layer Device (interface component)

PIANO+

European Commission Framework 7 Program – PIANO+

PM

Performance Monitoring

PSNR

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

PtP

Point to Point

pWDM

passive Wavelength Division Multiplexing

QCI

QoS Class Indicator

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

R&D

Research and Development

RAN

Radio Access Network

RBS

Radio Base Station

REAM

Reflective Electro Absorption Multiplexer

RLC

Radio Link Control

RNC

Radio Network Controller

ROADM

Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer

RoF

Radio over Fiber

RRC

Radio Resource Control
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RRH

Remote Radio Head

RRM

Radio Resource Management

RRU

Remote Radio Unit

RSOA

Reflective Semiconductor Optical Amplifier

S11

Reference Point between MME and SGW in LTE

S1-AP

S1 Application Protocol

SaaS

Synchronization as a Service

SDN

Software Defined Networking

SGi

Reference Point between PDN Gateway and the packet data
network in LTE

SGSN

Serving GPRS Support Node

S-GW

Serving Gateway

SC-GW

Small Cell Gateway

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SME

Small Medium (sized) Enterprise

SOA

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier

SON

Self-Organising Network

SSIM

Structural Similarity Index

SW

Software

TEID

Tunnel End Point Identifiers

TFT

Traffic Flow Templates

TUCAN

Part of PIANO+

UAG

Universal Access Gateway

UDP

Universal Datagram Protocol

UE

User Equipment
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UHD

Ultra High Definition (multimedia/TV)

ULL

Ultra Low Latency

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

VoD

Video on Demand

VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

VQM

Video Quality Metric

WDM-PON

Wave Division Multiplexing-Passive Optical Network

Wi-Fi

Wireless Local Area Network – Commercial name

WSON

Wavelength Switched Optical Network

WS

Wavelength Selective

WSS

Wavelength Selective Switch
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